
Ansteorra LoI dated 2011-02-28 (Comment)

Unto Olwynn Laurel, Juliana Pelican, Istvan Wreath, and the rest of the College of Arms, does
Andrewe Bawldwyn, Bordure Herald, send greetings.

It is the intent of the College of Heralds of Ansteorra to register the following items. Unless otherwise
noted, the submitter has no desire for authenticity and allows any changes.

Please feel free to contact me if there are any issues.

1: Asiya bint Mikha'il - New Name Change
(Correct) (Comment) & New Device Change
(Correct) (Comment)

Argent, a phoenix and on a base azure a
crescent argent.

Old Item: Anastassia Mikhailovna Donskoi, to
be released.
Old Item: Per chevron throughout urdy azure
and argent, two berdiches in chevron addorsed argent and a peacock in
its pride gules., to be released.
Submitter desires a feminine name.
No major changes.
Language (Arabic) most important.

All name elements are taken from "Period Arabic Names and Naming Practices" by Daud ibn Auda
located at: http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/arabic-naming2.htm The name is a single generation
nasab.

<Asiya> is found on the list of feminine isms.

<bint> - meaning 'daughter of'

<Mikha'il> is found on the list of masculine isms.

The submission was originally submitted as <Asiya bint Mikhail>, the submitter was contacted and
verified that she accidentlly left out the hamza in <Mikha'il>. With her consent, we have added it in.

2: Charles Grothaus - New Name (Correct) (Comment)

Submitter desires a masculine name.
No changes.
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Culture (Late 13th, early 14th Century Germany) most important.

The name has been submitted as <Charles Grothaus>, but the submitter has consented to allowing
the spelling of the surname to be changed if it is needed for registration.

<Charles> is found in "An Index to the Given Names in the 1292 Census of Paris." by Colm Dubh,
located at http://heraldry.sca.org/laurel/names/paris.html as <Charles le concierge>.

<Grothaus> is being submitted as a plausible form of the documented <Grotthuß>.

<Grot> - Bahlow, [Gentry translation] s.n. Groß, Middle High German grôß 'fat, plump' and "less
frequently, 'great, distinguished'. Also, compare Lower German 'Grote, Groot'.

Das virtuelle Preußische Urkundenbuch Regesten 1451 http://www1.uni-hamburg.de
/Landesforschung/pub/orden1451.html

PrUB, jh I 11000 - 1451 XII 20. o.O. - <Herman de Grote>, Freigraf der Westphälinge an den
Bürgermeister und Räte der Stadt Danzig: Klage des Herman Kugenbecker gegen Lubbert Vartman
von Danzig.

15th Century Low German Men's Names from Mecklenburg by Sara L. Uckelman at
www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/german/mecklenburg.html

s.n. Hans, Grotejohan 1448

<Haus> - Bahlow s.n Hause - Mathis hause 1389; Nic. vom huse [from the house],

We believe this will support <Grothaus> as a plausible 14th Century German byname. If it does not,
<Grotthuß> can be found in Brechenmacher, sn "Grot(t)huß" shows Grim Grotthuß zu Osnabrück
dated to 1496.

We acknowledge that the mix of German and French is 1 SFPP.

3: Ebergardis von Zell - Resub Badge
(Correct) (Comment)

OSCAR finds the name registered exactly as it
appears in January of 1998, via Ansteorra.

Vert, in cross three bees proper each
maintaining a crown, and a beehive Or.

This is a resubmission following the return made on the 06/08 LoAR via Ansteorra:
Ebergardis von Zell. Badge. Vert, in cross a bee proper maintaining a crown Or, two bees proper, and
a beehive Or.
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This badge is returned for a redraw: the crown is so small that it cannot be seen. This violates the
section of the Rules for Submission (VIII.3) which requires that all charges must be identifiable. The
rule states that "identifiable elements may be rendered unidentifiable by significant reduction in size,
marginal contrast, excessive counterchanging, voiding, or fimbriation, or by being obscured by other
elements of the design." In this case, the crown is not identifiable because of its size and so must be
returned.

We believe the size of the crowns are now sufficient as to be identifiable, but not so large as to be
considered sustained.

Submitter holds the rank of Duchess, and is so entitled to the use of Coronets in her armory.
http://herald.ansteorra.org/OP/op-names.php?search=Ebergardis%20von%20Zell&id=1499

4: Elisava Iliesca - New Name (Correct)
(Comment) & New Device (Correct)
(Comment)

Argent, on a fess cotised gules between in
chief a dragon passant and gorged of its own
tail and in base a raven statant to sinister
reguardant, wings elevated and displayed,
sable, three Patriarchal crosses argent

Submitter desires a feminine name.
No changes.

Originally submitted as <Elisava Illiesca>, the submitter contacted us and noted that <Illiesca> was a
typo and should be changed to <Iliesca>. This is the only change the submitter consents to.

<Elisava> is attested as a Romanian spelling of <Elizabeth> found in Romanian documents from the
14th-15th C. [1]

<Iliesca> is a patronymic construction intended to mean 'daughter of Ilias'. Both the given name
<Ilias> and the patronymic form <Ilie> appear in the Romanian royal lines of the late medieval
period [1, 2]; Ilias, son of Petru Rares, ruled Moldavia from 1546-1551 and Radu Ilie ruled
Wallachia from 1552-1553. <-escu> is a common suffix (meaning 'like'-- the son of Vlad might be
recorded with the unmarked <Vlad> or <Vladescu> 'Vlad-like' or 'Vlad-ish') used in both patronymic
and locative bynames [1, 2]. (Note also the author of source [1] whose name is Constantinescu, 'son
of Constantine.')

Walraven was contacted about the plausibility of the construction, and had this to say: "There are
masculine forms of the patronymic listed, including [Liescu] and [Ilia{s,}cu]. There are a few forms
of the given name identified as feminine equivalents or derivatives ([[Iliia], [Ilica], [Iliu{t,}a],
[Iliiana]). There is also a section II under this name labelled "Maritale", which I interpret as
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indicating the marital surnames of women married to a man with the given name [Ilie] (in some
form). These are: [Ilioasa], [Iliasa], [Ilias{au}], and [Liasa]."

[1] Constantinescu, N. A. _Dic{t,}ionar Onomastic Romînesc_ (Bucure{s,}ti: Editura Academiei
Republicii Populare Romîne, 1963), s.nn. Elisaveta (pp.50-51), Ilie (p. 79).

[2] Uckelman, Sara L. "Names from the Royal Lines of Moldavia and Wallachia" (WWW:
Self-published, 2000, 2005-2006).

http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/other/romanian.html

The submitter has provided documentation below for the usage of the dragon as depicted in this
submission. The dragon is taken from the seal of the Order of the Dragon, created in 1408 by
Sigismund of Hungary.
The position of the raven is similar to the raven found on the flag of Wallachia in 1532, which can be
seen below and at http://flagspot.net/flags/ro-wall.html#flag.

We note the complexity count is at 8, but felt that a return for violating this rule should be the call of
Wreath, as we have seen devices far more visually busy than this that do not get returned.

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below:
#1 

#2 
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#3 

5: Jon Lutherson - New Name (Correct)
(Comment) & New Device (Correct)
(Comment)

Argent, a cross barby purpure

Submitter desires a masculine name.
No major changes.
Language (Viking) most important.

<Jon> - The submitter claims the mundane
name allowance. A copy of his driver's license showing the first name <Jon> is attached.

<Lutherson> - This was originally submitted as <Luthersson>, however, we were unable to meet the
submitter's request for a Viking language name as submitted. The submitter was contacted and
consented to the change to an English patronymic <Lutherson> in order to make the name
registerable.
<Luther> is documented as a given name from Bardsley s.n. <Luther> - <Luther Buchard> from the
reign of Edward I [1272 to 1307].
The patronymic follows the construction shown in Bardsley s.n. <Johns> -the son of John';
<Willelmus Johnson> in 1379.

No ruling could be found on whether or not the cross barby could be considered X2 different from a
coptic cross. We are therefore forwarding this for consideration, noting the possible conflict with
"Argent, a Coptic cross purpure." (Passchyer Bisscop, Device, May 2005).

In commentary it was noted that the Cross Barby was used, both historically, and modernly, as
imagery for National Socialist and White Supremacist groups. It was decided to forward the evidence
we have uncovered and ask for a ruling on whether the cross barby should be added as a restricted
charge.

Nyilaskereszt is Hungarian for "Arrow Cross" and was the symbol of the Nyilaskeresztes Párt -
Hungarista Mozgalom, a Nationalist Socialist party. A photo of the party headquarters can be found
at http://www.holocaust-history.org/hungarian-photos/ [Image 1]

The symbol is used by the modern Nationalist Movement, a hate group in the United States, as
"Gules, on a cross barby argent, a cross barby azure voided argent." http://en.wikipedia.org
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/wiki/Crosstar [Image 2]

The display of a Cross Barby is outlawed in Hungary, according to information found in a ruling by
the European Court of Civil Rights Case of Vajnai v Hungary, the Hungarian law states
(http://tinyurl.com/TotalitarianSymbols):
Section 269/B - The use of totalitarian symbols: "(1) A person who (a) disseminates, (b) uses in
public or (c) exhibits a swastika, an SS-badge, an arrow-cross, a symbol of the sickle and hammer or
a red star, or a symbol depicting any of them, commits a misdemeanour - unless a more serious crime
is committed - and shall be sentenced to a criminal fine (pénzbüntetés).
(2) The conduct proscribed under paragraph (1) is not punishable, if it is done for the purposes of
education, science, art or in order to provide information about history or contemporary events.
(3) Paragraphs (1) and (2) do not apply to the insignia of States which are in force."

The Cross barby also appears in An Ordinary of Hateful Heraldry - by Vuong Manh in the
Proceedings of the Caerthan Heraldic Symposium (1981).
13a. Fieldless a cross barby at all ends untinctured -- HUNGARIAN NYILAS ("Arrow-Cross")
PARTY
13b. Sable the like charge and in chief two crowns all argent -- 25th Armed Infantry SS Division
"Hunyadi" * (First Hungarian)
13c. Sable the like charge and in chief three crowns all argent -- 26th Armed Infantry SS Division
"Gombos" * (Second Hungarian)
Notes to the Ordinary
13. The Hynyadis were the Royal house of Hungary in the late +XV when independent Hungary was
making its last stand against the Turks and Hapsburgs. Gyula Gombos (1886 - 1936) was a
Hungarian politician and antisemite who, as War Minister to Admiral Horthy, successfully got
Hungary into the Axis.

The above submission has images. To view them, see the URLs below:
#1 

#2 
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6: Padraig of Kilkenny - New Name
(Correct) (Comment) & New Device (Correct)
(Comment)

Azure, in fess two roach fish urinant on a chief
invected argent an arrow point to dexter vert.

Submitter desires a masculine name.

<Pádraig> - Index of Names in Irish Annals:
Pádraig by Mari Elspeth nic Bryan

www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/Masculine/Padraig.shtml
Early Modern Irish Gaelic (c1200-c1700) nominative form: Pádraig
Found in Years: 1205, 1206, 1216, 1255, 1264, 1265, 1432, 1469, 1470, 1481, 1486, 1488, 1493,
1495, 1505, 1514, 1534, 1578.

<Kilkenny> - Nicolson, Nigel and Alasdair Hawkyard, eds. The Counties of Britain: A Tudor Atlas
by John Speed (Thames and Hudson, 1989).
Pg 278 The Countie of Leinster map dated 1610 has <Kelkenny>.
ANNALS OF CLONMACNOISE: being annals of Ireland, from the earliest period to A. D. 1408.
by Rev. Denis Murphy Printed at the University Press for the Royal Society of Antiquaries of
Ireland, 1896 at Google Books.
Pg 301 - 1362. "the church of Kilkenny." This annal was written in English in the early 1600s so the
spellings are period.
Books URL: http://books.google.com/books?id=Ba3RAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover&
dq=annals+of+ireland&hl=en&ei=hiFr TcPHFIT48Aab9fSTBA&sa=X&oi=book_result&ct=result&
resnum=10&ved=0CFQQ6AEwCQ#v=onepage&q&f=false

We note 1 SFPP for mixing Gaelic and English.

7: William Spike Harper - New Name (Correct) (Comment)

Submitter desires a masculine name.
Language (14th Century England) most important.

<William> - The online Middle English Dictionary offers multiple examples of "William" for the
period, including:
"William Cokewald" (1323), s.n. "cokewold (n.)" (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-
idx?type=id&id=MED8342),
"William Colewhit" (1317), s.n. "col (n.)" (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?type=id&
id=MED8358),
"William Hasard" (1304), s.n. "hasard (n.)" (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?type=id&
id=MED20040), and
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"William Heuyhatche" (1326), s.n. "hevi (adj.)" (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-
idx?type=id&id=MED20713).

<Spike> - The same source, s.n. "spik (n.)" (http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?type=id&
id=MED42201) dates "Johannes Spik" to 1287-8 and gives "spike" as a variant spelling of the
common noun, with citations from 1224 ("Spikewyk") and around 1500 ("spike of fleshe").

<Harper> - Middle English Dictionary has it as an occupational byname. http://quod.lib.umich.edu
/cgi/m/mec/med-idx?type=id&id=MED20023
s.n. harper(e (n.)
(a) One who plays the harp, one who sings while accompanying himself on the harp, a minstrel; smal
~, one who plays a small harp;
(b) in surnames;
(c) in place names
(b) (1185) in Pipe R.Soc.34 207: Robertus le Harpur.
(1199) in Thuresson ME Occup.Terms 185: Will. Harpur.
(1207) Fine R.King John 447: Thomas Harper.
(c) (c1175) EPNSoc.31 (West Riding Yks.) 80: Harpere Welle.

We note the following from the ruling for Oddr ölfúss the Tanner.
"In English, the pattern [given name] [descriptive byname] [occupational byname] is unexceptional."
[January 2002 LoAR, A-Atenveldt]

This concludes our Letter of Intent.
In service,
Andrewe Bawldwyn
bordure@herald.ansteorra.org

OSCAR counts 5 New Names, 1 New Name Change, 3 New Devices and 1 New Device Change.
These 10 items are chargeable, Laurel should receive $30 for them. OSCAR counts 1 Resub Badge.
This item is not chargeable. There are a total of 11 items submitted on this letter.
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